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Driver
Worked as a driver while saving enough money to buy my 

own truck and learn other skills.
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BB’S TRUCKING, CHICAGO, IL 

POLUX TRANSPORTATION, BLOOMINGDALE, IL

Owner Operator
Acquired my own equipment and worked as an owner 

operator.
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GENUINE TRANSPORT, CICERO, IL

Business Owner

Proud owner of my own business specializing in Flatbed 

deliveries. With the experience I gained over the years I was 

able to establish myself as a knowledgeable and  trusted 

company.
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ROUSSELL TRANSPORT INC

Dispatcher
Acquired two more trucks additionally to mine and started 

both hiring and dispatching. Through the years I acquired 

more trucks. Eventually, I managed the logistics of over 10 

trucks and it was during this time that I familiarized myself 

with Flatbeds.
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EXPREX LINE TRANSPORT INC, NORTH LAKE, IL

COYEX TRANSPORT INC, CHICAGO, IL

ROAD TIME TRANSPORT, CHICAGO, IL

Phone : 773-507-1808

 Mail : ir@rousselltransport.com

www.rousselltransport.com

6420 N Navajo Ave

 Chicago, IL 60646 

USA

CONTACT INFO

P R O F I L E

Responsible for planning, directing and overseeing the operations 

and fiscal health of my business Roussell Transport. Moreover, in 

charge of making key decisions in order to acquire clients.

Initially, I became a driver for BB’s 

Trucking operating a dump truck in the 

Chicago land area.  It was during this 

time that I realize my potential to grow 

in the industry. The reason was simple, I 

was very proud of my work and knew 

that the passion and quality I brought 

to my job could become more than just 

that, perhaps even a business. I slowly 

learned about management once I 

purchased my own vehicle and had to 

deal with IFTA filings, registrations, 

permits, etc. By the time I started 

dispatching, I had already help most of 

the other drivers and gather enough 

confidence to start my own business. I 

tell this story to other drivers and try to 

cement in them the importance in 

quality. This means having a safety first 

mentality and paying attention to the 

details of the job. As of today I am a 

proud owner and hope to continue 

growing my business.

IVAN
ROUSSELL
CEO


